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The Children’s Dental Health Project (CDHP) is pleased to comment on the Surgeon General’s Call to Action on Community Health and Prosperity. As a national policy institute, CDHP’s vision is that no family should be held back from their dreams because of dental disease. With this vision in mind, we are encouraged that the Surgeon General is seeking to underscore the impact of chronic diseases on the prosperity and success of families and communities. We applaud the Surgeon General’s recognition that health and prosperity are inextricably linked and that traditional clinical interventions alone are insufficient to address the host of factors that continue to hold many Americans back. In developing this Call to Action initiative, we urge CDC and the Surgeon General to incorporate oral health as a key issue that requires increased attention to social determinants of health and plays an important role in community prosperity and family success across the lifespan.

While rates of tooth decay have declined among young children, dental caries remains the most common chronic condition of early childhood.\(^1\) Moreover, untreated dental disease continues to impact working-age adults\(^2\) and remains an issue of equity, disproportionately affecting people of color and low-wage families.\(^3\) Yet, while the prevalence of dental disease and oral health disparities are well established, what’s less often discussed are the connections between oral health and the socio-economic factors that drive overall health and well-being.

Educational achievement & attendance:
It goes without saying that chronic illness can be a barrier to learning for many children, keeping them out of school and preventing them from actively participating in the classroom or even engaging in extracurricular activities. While the profile of tooth decay in children as a public health issue has increased since the 2000 Surgeon General’s Report, it still remains a silent epidemic, especially when considered in the context of school children whose pain may not be visible or evident but whose academic performance is impeded nonetheless.

Dental pain can, in fact, prevent children from learning and succeeding academically. Children with toothaches or other oral health problems are much more likely to miss school compared to their healthier peers. A study of disadvantaged children in Los Angeles found that students with dental pain were six times more likely to miss school and four times more likely to earn lower grade point averages than their peers without dental problems. Consequently, oral health-related school absences can have a ripple effect on parents, causing them to miss work or school.

Employment and Economic Success
Both dental pain and aesthetics can impede a parent or caregiver’s ability to seek or maintain the kind of job they need to support their family. Three in 10 low-wage adults overall, and 60 percent of low-wage adults who lack dental coverage, report that the appearance of their mouth and teeth affects their ability to interview for a job. But finding and affording the care one needs can be a struggle; across income categories, dental care poses a greater financial barrier to Americans than mental health, prescription drugs or other health needs.

Existing socio-economic disparities are exacerbated by barriers to good oral health. Working women who grew up with healthier teeth earned 4.5 percent higher wages, compared to their
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peers with worse dental health. The implications are huge considering that nearly two-thirds of U.S. mothers are primary, sole, or co-breadwinners for their families, and black mothers are even more likely to be primary or sole income-earners for their households. Improving women’s oral health is crucial to their household prosperity as 64 percent of mothers overall and 71 percent of African-American mothers are the sole or primary breadwinners for their families.

**Mental Health, Toxic Stress, and Trauma**

In and of itself, poor oral health can impact mental health and quality of life across the lifespan. Oral health problems can contribute to depressive conditions among older adults, who are often essential caregivers within the family unit. While we know that dental aesthetics can affect confidence in working age adults, the social/emotional impact may be even more profound for adolescents and young adults.

A recent study of Rhode Island teens found that more than one in five high school students felt self-conscious or embarrassed as a result of their teeth or mouth, and the emotional consequences of poor oral health were even more pronounced for female students. Moreover, the study revealed that negative feelings about one’s oral health was strongly associated with feelings of sadness and hopelessness and, moreover, that students who were embarrassed about their teeth were more likely to have suicidal thoughts. Both oral health and mental health are associated with income, and students from families with lower socioeconomic status are more likely to suffer from poorer outcomes on both fronts.

The links between oral health and mental health are bi-directional. Poor oral health and mental health conditions often go hand-in-hand. Studies show that individuals struggling with substance abuse or who have a history of severe mental illness often have greater unmet dental needs. Researchers suggest the need for cross-cutting approaches such as oral health screenings and referrals by primary care and mental health providers, in addition to substance abuse screenings by dental professionals. Such touchpoints may exist as part of social programs or
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community-level interventions aimed at reducing poverty and addressing other systemic barriers to success.

Oral health may also be affected by toxic stress and childhood trauma. Children who experience one or more adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) and sources of toxic stress such as poverty, homelessness, and exposure to violence are more likely to have oral health problems.\(^\text{17}\) Moreover, child abuse and neglect may present or be identified through injuries to the face or oral cavity — in addition to reluctance to seek care or follow through with treatment plans. It is, therefore, important that oral health be considered when evaluating children for abuse or neglect, and dental and medical professionals may play an important role in preventing or curbing childhood trauma.\(^\text{18,19}\)

**Call to Action**

Dental diseases are, by definition, chronic diseases that have an outsized impact on overall health and well-being and whose effects are felt across the lifespan, well beyond the clinical realm. Poor oral health impacts birth outcomes, early childhood development, educational achievement, employment, and long-term earnings. Moreover, oral health is closely linked to and impacted by mental health and trauma. Numerous community-level interventions focus on one or more of these aspects of success and prosperity, but rarely is oral health a consideration. We, therefore, urge CDC and the Surgeon General to incorporate oral health as a critical factor in community prosperity deserving of greater investments by the private sector and local policymakers.

We look forward to working with you as you pursue this important initiative. Please contact Colin Reusch with any questions at: creusch@cdhp.org or (202) 417-3595.

